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Candidate Assessment 
Project manager @ Active Youth 

Step 1 

Make a video about yourself (length: up to 60s) & attach it to the e-mail (quality doesn’t matter): 

• Briefly introduce yourself 

• Briefly tell why you want to work in Active Youth  

• Briefly tell us what’s your favourite movie, book or something else (choose one) and why 

Step 2 (choose one: A, B or C) 

A (no need to do this if you’ve chosen B or C): one focus of ours is to raise awareness among the 

public. Thus, your current task is to write: (1) a short article (which should be suitable for press/me-

dia) and (2) a caption for Facebook post on one of our initiatives (choose one here: https://ac-

tiveyouth.lt/about-us/projects/?lang=en). 

• Both should be written in Lithuanian 

• Article should not be longer than 1000 characters (with spaces). The heading must be invit-

ing to read (click) 

• Facebook caption should be catchy and ‘invite’ people to read/engage with the story 

(no longer than 140 characters (with spaces)) 

--- 

B (no need to do this if you’ve chosen A or C): we want to reach young people. One of the main 

channels for that is Instagram. Thus, your current task is to: check our Instagram and briefly de-

scribe how you would improve it. 

• It shouldn’t be longer than 1000 characters (with spaces) 

• You can also (skip text and) use graphics, screenshots, etc.  

--- 

C (no need to do this if you’ve chosen A or B): at Active Youth we write projects. Naturally, they 

need to be written in an understandable way. Hence, your current task is to: improve the text 

below. 

• One condition is to make it shorter (i.e. stay well below 1500 characters (with spaces)) 

• Everything can be changed, but the main idea must stay the same 

Text to improve: There is a great need for a good-quality sexuality education due to a fact that 

during the past years numerous technical and social developments have accorded. Sexual ed-

ucation is important because there is an increasing spread of STIs, teenage pregnancies, sexual 

abuse, but most importantly the sexual behavior and attitudes towards sexuality are rapidly 

https://instagram.com/active.youth
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changing. In addition, there is a wide spread of internet and media report, which can actually 

distort a perception of sexuality. According to WHO (2010) Sexuality education in Europe is de-

fined as a ‘holistic sexuality education’ which tries to tackle different angles of young persons’ 

perception on sexuality. It includes physical and emotional well-being, respect for yourself and 

others, cognitive, interactive aspects as well as learning about sexual orientation, gender iden-

tity and relationships. Additionally, Sexuality education is a human right and every young person 

should have an access to the information. “Formalized sexuality education, as opposed to peer 

education and extracurricular activities, is well placed to reach a majority of young people” 

(WHO 2010). For those reasons Sexuality education needs to be presented to the youth so it will 

give them the right tools to live heathy and satisfying life. 6 EU project organizations has joined 

with different background on the topic. Some of the countries give a lot of meaning on sexual 

education, others a bit less or even none. The project aim is to enhance their ability to make 

conscious decisions about their sexuality and relationships, as well as their well-being and health. 

Believing that this information can reach youth and formulate their own opinion, a training 

course on sexuality education will be held in Lithuania involving 36 participants. 

Step 3 

1. Choose 2 of the following sentences and finish them: 

a. Even though I lack  .............................................................................................................  

b. If I could  ...............................................................................................................................  

c. The best thing is to  .............................................................................................................  

d. I really hate when  ..............................................................................................................  

2. Three words that pop into your mind when you think about Active Youth:  

Step 4 

Comment (max 140 chars. (with spaces) each) on your skills/level1 with/of the following: 

Photoshop (or similar software)  

WordPress (or similar CMS)  

Making great presentations  

Facebook ads & Pages  

Written Lithuanian (for articles)  

 

Please send the completed tasks (observe the length limits) to hi@akt.lt 

 
1 Not a must. We value willingness to learn over any hard skill. 


